Let R be a ring and M any (right) ϋί-module. For any set I let M m and M 1 denote the direct sum and respectively the direct product of copies of M indexed by the set 7. For any cardinal number r, let ^r denote the class of i?-modules admitting a generating set of cardinality rgr. In this paper we study the relationship between the pure-exactness of the sequence 0 -> M a) -> M 1 -» M J /M CJ) -> 0 with respect to <^r under the functor Horn* and chain conditions on suitably defined families of i?-modules. This study led us to the introduction of five properties A r , A (r^ D r , Z? (r) , and P r for any jβ-module M. We also study the effect of base extension (both covariant and contravariant) of the ring R on modules having any (or some) of the above mentioned properties. Finally we obtain necessary and sufficient conditions for
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to be pure-exact with respect to ^, where {M a } is any family of i2-modules and k any integer Ξgl.
Introduction* Let i? be any family of ίϋ-modules. An exact sequence 0-+M' ->M -^AP'-^O of iϋ-modules is said to be pureexact with respect to the family S? (for the functor Horn = Hom^) if ε*: Horn (E, M)-> Horn (E, M") is onto for all Ee ξf. Given a module M and a set I let M {1) and M 1 denote respectively the direct sum and the direct product of copies of the same module M indexed by /. In his paper [6] H. Lenzing, among other things, studies equivalent conditions under which the sequence
is pure-exact with respect to the family of cyclic modules. His result (Proposition 1 of [6] ) is a generalization of Carl Faith's result [4] concerning necessary and sufficient conditions for M {1) to be injective. Let r be any cardinal number and ^r the class of iϋ-modules admitting a generating set with cardinality ^ r. One of the objectives of the present paper is to study the extent to which Lenzing's results could be generalized to furnish conditions under which (1) will be pure-exact with respect to ^r.
Throughout this paper k will denote an integer ^ 1. R will denote a ring with 1, i?-mod and mod-J? will denote the categories of left resp. right unitary i?-modules. Unless otherwise mentioned, by an i?-module we mean an object of mod-i?. All the concepts 224 M. B. REGE AND K. VARADARAJAN used in this paper are right sided unless otherwise mentioned. When we talk of homomorphisms between rings we always assume that they preserve the identity elements. When R is a subring of S we assume 1 R = l s so that the inclusion map j: R-+ S is a ring homomorphism. For any set J, the cardinality of J will be denoted by
The results of Lenzing in [6] 
is pure-exact with respect to <& r . It also turns out that A k and P k are equivalent, whereas for an infinite cardinal r one has only the implication A r ==> P r . We show by means of an example that the implication P r => A r is not true. It turns out that the properties A r , D r , and D {r) are hereditary, in the sense that if M e mod-J? has any one of these properties and N is a submodule of M, then N also has the same property. Since A k and P k are equivalent, it follows that P k is hereditary. We give an example to show that P r is not hereditary for an infinite cardinal r.
Let R be a subring of S and j: R->S the inclusion. Using j we regard S (and also S/R) as an element of R-mod. Let ikfemodi2. If M r = M ® B S e mod-S has property A (r) (resp. D ir) ) and if Torf (Jkf, S/Λ) = 0, then we show that M e mod-JS property A {r) (resp. Ar)) We say that a ring R has a certain property if R considered as an element of mod-iϋ in the usual way has that property. An immediate consequence of the above result is that if S has A W) (resp. D (r) ), then R has A {r) (resp. D {r) ). Also the above results yield an alternative proof of the following well-known result which can be found in Chap. I, § 3, n°5 of [2] : If J? is a subring of a right noetherian (artinian) ring S and if S/R is left flat over R, then R is right noetherian (artinian). Also we prove that a regular ring R has property A 1 if and only if it is semisimple.
Next we consider the situation where there exists a ring homo- 
in W satisfying (i) and (ii) of (b). Let X n be the subset
is a strict ascending chain in J^wψ) contradicting (a).
is a strictly increasing chain of objects in J*v(#), where 4 are subsets of U. (b) J^uiβ) satisfies the descending (resp. ascending) chain condition.
2. The five properties* Let Memόd-R and J a nonempty set. We take U = M J and W -R {J) . For any x = {x j ) J e J in U and λ = (λy) i6J in R {J) let 0: UxW ->M be given by 0(a?, λ) = ΣXJXJ. Notice that the sum Σx d Xj is only a finite sum since \eR {J) .
is in a natural way a right J?-module. It is clear that θ is an i2-homomorphism. For any subset T of U, L τ = {λG T7|<^, λ> = 0 for all »eΓ} is an j?-submodule of W = J? (J) . In this case the family ^r(0) introduced in § 1 will be denoted by ^J{M).
If J and J' are any two sets with \J\ = \J'\ = r ΦO, using a bisection of / with /' we can get a bijection of ^J(M) with ^"
preserving inclusions. Hence we write J^(M) for any ^J{M)
with \J\ = r. We can respect the above considerations with U = ikf (J) , W = i? (J) , and ^(», λ) = lΌ . λ. for any x = (α?^) in M (t/) and λ = (λ, ) in R {J) . In this case we denote the family ^~wψ) by either ^{ J \M) or ^r ) (M). Since i2 (f5) = 0, we do not consider the case r = 0 at all. Thus throughout this paper r denotes a cardinal Φ 0. DEFINITION 2.1. M is said to have the property A r (resp. A ir) ) if ^v(ilί) (resp. ^7 r) (Af)) has the ascending chain condition. DEFINITION 
M is said to have the property
has the descending chain condition. '-^0 is pure-exact with respect to r tf r .
The following two lemmas are implicit in [5] . by <g^. In the statement of Propositions 2.6 and 2.7, M is a given object in mod-ϋ?, r a given cardinal number and J a set with \J\ = r. there exists a g:
is pure-exact with respect to ^r. For any
The maximality of E^o yields
Let λ = (λy)yej be any element of L. The i coordinate of /(λ) is Σi^i
Since f(X)eM {I) we see that there exists an FeH(I) (depending on λ) such that Σ;^Jλy = 0 for iel -F. (/) ) is onto. , λ w > = 0 for w > n, we get /(λ w ) elί {jV) . Hence /(L) cilί (iV) . Let e:ΛF -M7Λί (ΛΓ) denote the quotient map. By (e) the map e^: Horn (i2 of (b). Hence for any n ^ 1, there exists at least one j e J such that ui Φ 0. Since J is a finite set and n varies over the infinite set N, it follows that there exists at least one j e J with ui Φ 0 for infinitely many n. This contradicts the fact that (ui) is in M {N) . This completes the proof of Proposition 2.6. Actually the proof is patterned after the proof of Lenzing [Proposition 1 of [6] ].
It follows from this proposition that A r ^ A {r) for any cardinal r. However, we will continue to use both the notations. Another consequence of the proposition is the equivalence of A k and P k . In general, we only have A r ==> P r . PROPOSITION -*0 is split exact and hence pure-exact with respect to any family of modules. In particular, Q has property P r for every cardinal r. However, we will show that Q does not have A^o.
Let x for n^2k - REMARK 2.12. Let R = U 3 e J K j be the direct product of infinitely many fields. Then each K, as an iϋ-module has property A k for all k. However, M = (BjejKj does not have property A t .
Remarks 2.11 and 2.12 show that 2.8(ii) cannot be generalized to infinite direct sums (hence by 2.8(i) to infinite direct products of modules as well). The following result is essentially due to C. Faith [4] . The proof is similar to that of Proposition 2.13 and hence omitted.
REMARK 2.15. Let M be a module having the property A x . Then by Faith's theorem [4] , if M is injective, then it is iMnjective (namely, M {1) is injective for every set /). In particular, M {1) is a direct summand of M 1 for any set I. However, this property does not characterize injective modules among modules having A x . Let R be a left artinian ring which is not self-injective. Then by Proposition 3 of Lenzing [6] it follows that R {1) is a direct summand of R 1 for all /. But R is not injective.
3* Behavior under base extension* Let R be a subring of S, Me mod-R and M f = M® R S e mod-S, J denotes a set with |J| = r. > ; #= 0 and <ff (w) , λ w > = 0 for m> n^l.
Let This corollary is actually proved in § 3, No. 5, Chap. I, of [2] by different methods. PROPOSITION 3.5 . Let R be a von Neumann regular ring. Then R i$ semi-simple <=> R has A t .
Proof. Immediate consequence of Proposition 2.6 and the wellknown fact that a regular ring R is semi-simple <=> there does not exist an infinite family of orthogonal idempotents. 4* Behavior of Hom^ (S, Λf )• Unless otherwise mentioned we consider the following situation. R is a subring of S and ί: R -> S denotes the inclusion. We assume that there exists an augmentation e:S~+R (namely, a ring homomorphism satisfying εoi = Id R ). Let K = ker ε be the augmentation ideal in S. Then as an Jί-module we have S -R φ K. Moreover, SK = K = KS. In particular,
RKcK.
In what follows J denotes a set with \J\ = r. (7) = {x e JSJ (7) |a«ϊ = 0} this last fact can also be seen directly. 5* Arbitrary family M a . Let {M a } aeI be any family of modules. For any fc-tuple (x {1) , ,
) with x {ί) eΠM a let T (a5 (D , , x {k} ) with ^( ί) e/7ikΓ α is called "special" if there exists a finite subset F of I such that Σ?=i &« ^( ί) = 0 for all α 6 J -F and (λ (1) 
